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Our Focus
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Our Focus: Research Areas
How does executive
management shape present
and future value creation?
Strategic
Management
How do organizations
and their management
strategize?

How do innovations and
Entrepreneurship new strategic initiatives
emerge and scale?

Strategizing
Practices

Current and future
value creation
How do strategies
emerge, evolve and
change?

Strategy
Process

Systemic
Innovation

How do multiple strategic
initiatives and programs
connect for value creation?

Management
Innovation
How does executive
management's strategizing
practice change?
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Our Context
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Our Context: Research Partnerships
We are working with a variety of partners from different industries
Software Engineering & Information Technology:
AdNovum, Ergon, Hewlett Packard, …

Pharma & Life Science:
Roche, Hoechst, Aventis, Actelion, …
Research Organizations:
AILab UZH, IBM Research, Zurich University of the Arts, …
Enterprises in the Creative Economies:
Jakob Schläpfer, Fischbacher, etoy, Com&Com, …

Banking & Finance:
UBS Wealth Management Global, Finnova, Leonteq, …
Technology & Engineering Enterprises:
ABB, Belimo, Infineon Technologies, …
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Our Purpose
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Our Purpose: Research Formats
Our research takes place in interaction the the entrepreneurial
action core of our research partners, in different formats
Interaction with
entrepreneurial action core

Impact on strategy,
innovation and value creation

Open exchange on
crucial strategic topics

Trustful long-term
research partnerships
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Our Formats I: Executive Circle
_ The RISE Lab Executive Circle reflects entrepreneurial issues &
strategic topics through a highly selective, reflexive community
_ The RISE Lab Executive Circle meets 2 times per year from
09.30 to 17.30 plus dinner at the location of one of the members
_ Inputs by the RISE Lab faculty and participating executives &
entrepreneurs, guest speakers, company visits, workshops, …
_ Detailed reader, lab notes documenting important insights,
continuous advancement of a joint agenda, …
_ Annual fee per member.
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Our Formats II: Associate Partnership
_ The RISE Lab Associate Partnership is planned for 3 years, with
the possibility to end the partnership in Q4 of year 1 or 2
_ Basic setup: scientific research as the core element with approx.
10 senior days/year plus PhD involvement
_ It is an important, explicit, primary aim to work on and develop
scientific publications (papers, books, …)
_ The research collaboration is tracked in a joint research agenda &
revised on an annual basis (steering board)
_ Furthermore, a seat in the RISE Lab Board is included (discussing
the research agenda and developing the RISE community)
_ Covered by an annual fee.
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Our Formats III: Study
_ RISE Lab Research Studies provide the possibility to conduct a
scientific analysis in greater detail and more systematically
_ The scope & complexity of existing associate partnerships can
be extended to provide such in-depth insights
_ RISE Lab Research Studies provide the opportunity for
longitudinal, in-depth, multi-level scientific analysis
_ The publication of results and insights in the context of journal
articles or book projects is explicitly intended
_ The financial scope of research studies vary depending on the
individual context and setting
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Research Impact I: Projects (Selection)
We have been and are working on a variety of research projects to
advance our understanding of key strategic topics:
_ Entrepreneurial Strategizing & Strategic Entrepreneurship, in the context of medium-sized software
engineering enterprises, Pharma corporations and a global bank
_ Strategy Emergence, Scaling and the Long-term Evolution of Entrepreneurial Strategies, in the
context of several software engineering & software product enterprises (AdNovum, Ergon, Finnova, …)
_ Strategy Processes in the Context of Technological Innovation, with a focus on decision making
practices, resource allocation procedures, other strategizing routines, … in different industry contexts
_ The Impact of Success Models & Innovation Models on Strategy Making, in technology
corporations (Roche, Hoechst, …) and entrepreneurial enterprises (software engineering, life sciences)
_ Strategic Organization and Strategizing Routines, in a series of highly creative and innovative
organizational settings (scientific research, technological innovation, design, fashion, art, …)
_ Entrepreneurial Strategies in the Creative Economies, exploring different research strategies for
studying entrepreneurial initiatives and business models (in cooperation with Zurich University of the Arts)
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Research Impact I: Projects (Selection)
We have been and are working on a variety of research projects to
advance our understanding of key strategic topics:
_ Strategic Management of Research Organizations, in the context of basic research (universities)
and in corporate contexts (corporate research, strategic programs, systemic innovation, …)
_ Strategic Experimentation and Management Innovation, in different settings exploring new modes
of organizing and managing “how organizations will move forward” (incl. agility, partnering, …)
_ Strategy Processes, Executive Management and Corporate Governance, in the context of
medium-sized technology companies and large technology corporations in different industry contexts
_ Transformation of Executive Management Praxis and Management Succession, in entrepreneurial
enterprises and large corporations (often also including changes in ownership)
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Research Impact II: Publications (Selection)
We publish our work in international scientific journals and books with
academically and practically relevant editing houses:
_ Simon Grand & Adrian Ackeret: Management Knowledge: A Process View, in: Steve Maguire & Majken
Schultz (Eds.): Perspectives on Process Organization Studies. Constructing Identity in and around
Organizations, Oxford University Press, London, 2011
_ Simon Grand & Daniel Bartl: Executive Management in der Praxis: Entwicklung – Durchsetzung –
Anwendung, Campus: Frankfurt a.M., 2011
_ Simon Grand & Alexander Fust: Unternehmerische Strategien statt “Strategic Entrepreneurship”:
Zukunftsperspektiven für unternehmerisch-strategische Forschung und Praxis, Zeitschrift für KMU und
Entrepreneurship, 59(3), 2011
_ Simon Grand, Georg von Krogh, Dorothy Leonard & Walter Swap: Resource Allocation beyond Firm
Boundaries: A Multi-Level Model for Open Source Innovation, Long Range Planning, Special Issue on
Boundaries and Innovation, 2004
_ David Griesbach & Simon Grand: Managing as transcending: An ethnography, Scandinavian Journal of
Management, 2013
_ Kathrin Sele & Simon Grand: Unpacking the Dynamics of Ecologies of Routines: Mediators and Their
Generative Effects in Routine Interactions. Organization Science, 27 (3). 722-738, 2016
_ Christoph Weckerle & Simon Grand: Entrepreneurial Strategies for a “Positive Economy”, 3rd Creative
Economies Report Switzerland, 2018
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Our Team (Alphabethical Order)

Simon Betschart

Prof. Dr. Simon
Grand

Samuel Huber

Christian
Karaschewitz

Prof. Dr. Johannes
Rüegg-Stürm

Benjamin Scher
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Contact

Prof. Dr. Simon Grand
Associate Professor of Strategic Management & Management Innovation
Academic Director RISE Management Innovation Lab
simon.grand@unisg.ch
+41 (0)79 639 3807
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